
		



    


    
    
    


    

    
    
21+ YEARS IN BUSINESS
The Globe and Mail Top Growing Companies Award Recipient 2023
$200M+ IN SALES
1000+ JOBS CREATED
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About Matrix
With 21+ years in business, Matrix is a trusted provider of staffing services specializing in recruitment and staffing, payroll administration and funding, and back-office facilitation for businesses across Canada, the USA, and around the world.


Matrix HR’s reputation as a respected boutique staffing firm in the trades industry is built on a strong foundation of certifications, including COR (British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan), Energy Safety Canada, ComplyWorks, ISNetWorld, Avetta, and Government Security Clearance/Authorization. Matrix HR specializes in placing skilled trades, heavy equipment operators, pipeline workers, labourers, IT, admin and professionals for various positions such as hourly, temporary, permanent and contract.


Matrix HR’s commitment goes beyond business success – the team is dedicated to building meaningful relationships with Indigenous partners and participating in collaborative efforts within Indigenous communities. This commitment is evident in the firm’s joint venture agreements with Gitga’at Nation and Haisla First Nation, which emphasize revenue sharing, training and employment opportunities. 
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The Power Of Peak Efficiency

Matrix HR delivers effective and completely customized labour and human resources solutions for companies in numerous sectors across North America our own distinct blueprints to activate peak efficiencies: Staffing and Managed Services

Learn more about how our proprietary strategies can connect you with your industry’s top talent and streamline your HR operations so that your company’s potential is optimized.





Staffing
Matrix has the experience and expertise to build tailored and compelling staffing solutions for your organization across a spectrum of industries including:


	
		
			
			
				Skilled Trades
				IT
				Engineering
				Accounting
				Finance 
				Healthcare
				Sales
				
Learn more 





Managed Services
Choosing Matrix HR as your Managed Services partner is a powerful extension of your existing human resources team or a reliable and effective outsourced solution to support your operations. We provide expertise and guidance on a range of HR functions, from talent acquisition and performanc
Learn more 





Direct Hire
Direct-hire strategies are typically implemented for leadership and tech roles, and for positions that require specialized skill sets or advanced degrees. But direct hire can be leveraged by companies seeking to close skill gaps and fortify their workforce with the best candidates at any l
Learn more 





Temp-To-Hire
Sometimes a flexible and faster staffing solution is what your business needs to secure the talent resources to support your operations. If your business experiences variable staffing needs due to seasonal or project-based fluctuations, if you need to fill the position of a permanent team 
Learn more 





We Work Where You Work

Matrix HR delivers industry-specific and customized staffing and human resources solutions across a spectrum of sectors. Our solutions work thanks, in part, to our in depth knowledge and our decades of industry experience as employees and recruiting experts. We bring a unique perspective that means that Matrix HR staffing and managed services strategies are a win, win, win for everyone involved.





Accounting and Finance
The accounting and finance industry is facing significant staffing challenges that can make it difficult to attract and retain qualified professionals:


	A Shortage of Skilled Professionals: Demand for accounting and finance services continues to grow but the supply of qualified worker
Learn more 




Construction
Continued growth is in the forecast for many sectors across the construction industry, but to remain competitive, profitable, and resilient, construction companies need to overcome common and ongoing construction staffing and HR challenges including:


	Skilled Labour Shortages: The con
Learn more 




Engineering
Civil engineering is critical to the Canadian economy, providing the infrastructure necessary to sustain and support economic growth across a number of industries. This infrastructure facilitates the movement of goods and people and creates demand for labour and materials. The engineering 
Learn more 




Executive Search
Building an effective leadership team is a complex process. The most credentialed, the highest paid, or the most accomplished executive does not necessary equal the best leadership resources for your organization. Matrix HR’s executive search is a comprehensive strategy that assesses
Learn more 




Government
Government and public sector organizations can face very unique challenges to staffing and HR. These obstacles require thoughtful and intentional strategies to build and sustain a skilled and committed workforce. Some of the issues faced by government organizations include:


	Recruitme
Learn more 




Healthcare
The healthcare industry is facing numerous staffing challenges that are impacting the quality of care provided to patients and stressing an already overburdened workforce. Here are some of the major staffing challenges facing the healthcare industry today:


	Shortage of Qualified Healt
Learn more 




Human Resources
Human resources is critical to the growth and profitability of your organization by managing recruitment and hiring, retention, training and development, succession planning, compliance, and fostering a positive work environment that inspires engagement, innovation, and productivity.

Ma
Learn more 




Information Technology (IT)
Some of the most challenging obstacles for companies recruiting for top IT professionals include:


	High Demand: Recruiting industry specialists report as many as four job vacancies for every available IT professional.
	Competitive Compensation: Talent shortages mean that top IT profe
Learn more 




Insurance
The insurance industry plays a critical role in promoting financial stability, managing risk, and supporting economic growth and development. Building and sustaining a skilled, experienced workforce is crucial to remaining competitive and profitable. Insurance companies across a variety of
Learn more 




Manufacturing
The manufacturing industry is a changing landscape as consumer demands and expectations prompt digital transformations like automation and robotics, dictate sustainability and environmentally responsible practices, and organizations struggle to control costs and remain competitive. Some of
Learn more 




Mining
The mining industry provides critical resources for businesses in every sector, worldwide, but the industry faces numerous challenges in staffing and HR including:


	An Aging Workforce: Many workers in the industry are approaching retirement age, and there is a limited pool of young ta
Learn more 




Oil And Gas
The staffing and HR challenges faced by North American oil and gas companies can impact an organization's ability to innovate, meet demand, increase efficiency, and remain competitive. Some of the most common challenges include:


	Scalability and Labour Market Shifts: Oil and gas c
Learn more 




Skilled Trades
Labour shortages across North America are putting skilled tradespeople in high demand. Businesses of all sizes and from every sector are expected to continue to encounter staffing obstacles such as recruiting top talent, scaling the workforce for seasonal and project-based fluctuations, re
Learn more 




Supply Chain and Operations
The supply chain industry plays a crucial role in the healthy functioning of the global economy facilitating the movement of goods and services from manufacturers to consumers and supporting economic growth. We have seen the devastating effects of unstable supply chains in recent years due
Learn more 




Technology
The tech industry is one of the most rapidly growing and dynamic industries in the world today. With the increasing demand for digital transformation and innovation, companies in the tech industry need comprehensive strategies to build competitive tech workforces. Just some of the staffing
Learn more 





Our Valued Partnerships & Accreditations

We have cultivated meaningful partnerships across many industries throughout our global communities. As part of our commitment to social responsibility, we actively seek out opportunities to engage with the communities in which we operate. This includes supporting local charities and nonprofit organizations, nurturing relations with our First Nations and Indigenous partners, and delivering thoughtful, considered staffing and HR solutions to businesses we serve.





















 Let’s Work Together
 


Are you an employer seeking tailored, effective, affordable, and scalable staffing and back office workforce solutions?


Are you a job seeker looking for an opportunity to advance your skills, leverage your experience, and reach new career goals with your industry’s top employers?


Contact the expert recruiting and staffing solutions team at Matrix and let us help you connect with each other. We’ll take the next step together!


 


Toll-FreeContact Us




Our Skilled Workforce And Employer Partners Say It Best




Contact Us






LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT


In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge that we work on the traditional territories of the Blackfoot Confederacy (Siksika, Kainai, Piikani), the Tsuut'ina, the Îyâxe Nakoda Nations, the Métis Nation (Region 3), and all people who make their homes in the Treaty 7 region of Southern Alberta.




Calgary
11420 27 St SE #204,

Calgary, AB T2Z 3R61-866-666-9520
Monday
8am - 5pm
Tuesday
8am - 5pm
Wednesday
8am - 5pm
Thursday
8am - 5pm
Friday
8am - 5pm
Weekends
Closed
Holidays
Closed
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Questions? Call today at:
1-866-666-9520
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